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Decks & coping 

3 MINUTES CLIP

SCAN TO WATCH
The deck is the most prominent feature of your pool. 
Artistic Pavers has an outstanding selection of paver styles and 
colors designed specifically for pedestrian applications that are 
skid resistant and comfortable to walk on barefoot.  Coordinate 
your deck with our broad selection of matching coping to create 
the upscale backyard of your dreams!
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Artistic Pavers are perfect for the job!

Your driveway deserves the same quality as your deck...Your driveway deserves the same quality as your deck...

120 NE 179th Street, North Miami Beach FL 33162 (305) 653-7283 sales@artisticpavers.com

Travertine Standard Porous Block

Sealing is optional.
Artistic Pavers are over 8,000 PSI. Artistic Pavers are over 8,000 PSI. 
Because of additives and the Because of additives and the 
high density of our pavers, algae high density of our pavers, algae 
and  mildew have a difficult time and  mildew have a difficult time 
growing on our product. growing on our product. 

Resistant to algae and mold.Resistant to algae and mold.
Non-porous pavers.

No deterioration from salt water No deterioration from salt water 
pools.pools.

Salt pools, no problem.

Regular poured concrete decks Regular poured concrete decks 
and porcelain tile decks crack, and porcelain tile decks crack, 
Artistic Pavers flex between Artistic Pavers flex between 
pavers avoiding cracks.pavers avoiding cracks.

No cracked decks.

the density or regular concrete the density or regular concrete 
slabs.slabs.

More than three times

Beveled edges,
no stubbing toes!no stubbing toes!

Our light colored pavers are Our light colored pavers are 
typically much cooler than typically much cooler than 
most other deck surfaces.most other deck surfaces.

Light colors are cool on 
your feet!

Low maintenance.

Beauty where it matters 
most!

Poured Concrete

It is not attractive.It is not attractive.

Not cost-effective over the Not cost-effective over the 
long run.long run.

Slick when wet.Slick when wet.

Can crack inCan crack in
freeze-thaw conditions.freeze-thaw conditions.

Naturally porous, breeds Naturally porous, breeds 
algae.algae.

Affected by pool chemicalsAffected by pool chemicals

Non-beveled edges. When Non-beveled edges. When 
travertine shifts, it creates travertine shifts, it creates 
sharp edges that can stub sharp edges that can stub 
toes. toes. 
Bullnose pieces are very Bullnose pieces are very 
expensive.expensive.

Repairs, if necessary, are Repairs, if necessary, are 
expensive and will not match.expensive and will not match.

Porous surface breeds algae Porous surface breeds algae 
and mildew.and mildew.

Designed for driveways.Designed for driveways.

Looks chunky.Looks chunky.

Hot to walk on.Hot to walk on.

Bigger space between pavers, Bigger space between pavers, 
promotes weed growth.promotes weed growth.

Dark in color.Dark in color.

Porous surface breeds algae Porous surface breeds algae 
and mildew.and mildew.

Needs regular sealing and Needs regular sealing and 
maintenance.maintenance.

Cracking is inevitable. Cracking is inevitable. 

Our pavers are comfortable to walk 
on, but not too slippery, dry or wet. 

Smooth, but not too 
smooth.


